FINALLY, A HOSE ASSEMBLY TOOL WITH THE OPERATOR IN MIND.

After struggling with many types of hoses and fittings that can make hose assembly a difficult and sometimes tedious process, PT Coupling Company has recently engineered the equipment and process that makes installation and removal of fittings an easy, painless experience. And, unlike other methods of hose assembly and disassembly, the PT Coupling Rolite PT3 Fitting Master yields performance and reliability with unique features such as:

- Pneumatic air tool
- 1200 lbs. of thrusting power
- 350 lbs. of hose gripping power
- Standard Size Handles hose diameters of 1” to 8”
- Accepts all styles of hoses
- Accepts all types of hose fittings
- Fully transportable
- Variable speed controls
- Dual action allows fitting removal from hose*
- Roller belts prevent hose damage
- Large diameter hose is a snap
- Call for pricing
- 1 year warranty available

Hose is inserted through the gripping belt loop.

Use the control levers to push the fitting into the hose with the ram plate.

Place fitting to be inserted at the end of the hose, in front of the pneumatic ram plate.

Release the tension on the gripping belt and remove the finished assembly.

* Exchange Pusher Plate for Puller Adapter or Puller Coupler to remove fitting from hose.